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Completely revised, updated, and redesigned to
showcase the very best bottled British real ales now
being produced, this guide lists beers by style with
information about each style and recommendations
for the best food matches for each Everything
discerning drinkers need to know about bottled beers
is collected in this pocket-sized guide: tasting notes,
ingredients, brewery details, and a glossary to help
the reader understand more about them. This bottled
beer bible, acclaimed by brewers, bottle collectors,
and everyday drinkers, covers all the bottleconditioned real ales currently brewed in the UK, with
a special section at the front highlighting the best
500. Features on how real ale is brewed and bottled,
how beer matures in a bottle, and CAMRA's real-ale-ina-bottle scheme are provided along with full listings of
all bottle-conditioned beers brewed in the UK,
organized by brewery. Useful appendices list the very
best shops and online retailers from which to source
bottle-conditioned real ales. The guide also highlights
non-UK bottled real ales including from the U.S., the
best bottled examples of traditional beers from
abroad, and notes on foreign beer styles

Belgian Beer Trails
*This structured guide will lead you around Belgium's
most beautiful breweries and beer trails, with
magnificent photography and informed advice*From
the author of the much acclaimed Belgian Beer Book
ISBN 9789401435529*Contains plenty of tips for
tourists, and accompanies an app to help you
organize your trip This book will guide you around
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Belgium's breweries, large and small. Wherever you
travel on Belgian roads, you will come across brewers.
Often invisible - lurking behind abbey walls, or tucked
away in castles, barns, stables, caf�s, garages,
kitchens or sheds - brewers are making beer in
kettles, basins, tanks, and whatever else they have to
hand! In large breweries you will find the brewers in
the control room, the 'cockpit' of the enterprise. Entire
dynasties are built around the industry; they are
proud of their brewing traditions, which go back as
many as fifteen generations. Meanwhile, at the other
end of the spectrum, starters are cobbling together
their own equipment or buying basic brewing kits.
They are often acquainted with an experienced
colleague, who is only too happy to lend a helping
hand and share wisdom and experience. It is up to
you whether or not you approve of their beers. Are
you voting for weak, strong, pale, fruity, zesty, spicy,
mild, sour, bitter or sweet? For accessible or layered,
for a warming beer or a thirst-quencher, a
degustation beer or a quaffable one? Tasting is the
message. This book taps the keg, encouraging you to
weigh up all the options and make your choice.

The Complete Guide to World Beer
An essential book for professionals in the drinks trade,
beer festival organizers, and amateurs wishing to
serve a decent pint. This classic explains all you need
to know about cellaring and serving real ale, with stepby-step instructions, concise information, illuminating
anecdotes, and new content on KeyCask, FastCask,
and other recent technologies.
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Good Beer Guide 2018
Written by two of the world's leading beer experts,
with the help of a team of international contributors,
The Pocket Beer Book takes you from the Bock beers
of Germany to the Trappist beers of Belgium, the
complex bitters and stouts of Britain to the cuttingedge brews of North America. This expert selection
covers the extraordinary variety the world's beers
now have to offer. Tasting notes, organised by
country, provide succinct commentary on the chosen
beers and cover the brewery and each beer's key
characteristics. With 4,300 beers featured, this book
encompasses more familiar established beers as well
as exciting new discoveries from the myriad craft
breweries that are emerging around the world,
covering 80 countries. Punctuating the tasting notes
is information on "beer destinations", specific places
where you can best experience a beer in situ. An
extensive introductory chapter to the book also
covers styles of beer and food and beer pairings.

Amber, Gold and Black
As craft brewing continues to go from strength to
strength across the world, World Atlas of Beer is the
definitive and essential guide to beer. Understand the
rich, multi-faceted traditions of Belgium, the Nordic
legend that is Finnish Sahti, the relatively new
phenomenon of the New England hazy IPA, and why
Australia's lower-strength beers are one of its great
successes. With thousands of breweries now
operating around the globe, and more opening every
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day, this is the expert guide to what is really worth
drinking. Country by country the book considers a
vast range of brewing techniques, beer styles and
traditions. Detailed maps describe crucial trends in
major territories and features such as matching beer
with food and how to pour different kinds of beer
complete the picture. Now in a fully updated third
edition, this book is the perfect companion to help
you explore the best beers the world has to offer.
Praise for the second edition of World Atlas of Beer:
'Written with authority and wit the perfect guide to
the rapidly changing beer scene' - the Guardian

Brewing in London
Good Bottled Beer Guide
Peak District Pub Walks is a pocket-sized, traveller's
guide to some of the best walking and best pubs in
the Peak District. The book also explores some of the
region's fascinating industrial heritage and has useful
information about local transport and
accommodation.

A Beer in the Loire
"You're never far from a great pub and an excellent
pint with the Good Beer Guide to hand. Now in its
45th edition, the fully revised and updated Guide
recommends pubs in England, Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland and offshore islands that serve the
best real ale. From country inns through urban style
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bars to backstreet boozers - if you love pubs, don't
leave home without the Good Beer Guide"--Page 4 of
cover.

The Good Pub Guide 2020
Among the 260 pubs collected here, there are
unspoilt country locals, Victorian drinking palaces and
mighty roadhouses. The book has features describing
how the pub developed, what s distinctive about pubs
in different parts of the country, how people a century
ago could expect to be served drinks at their table,
and how they used the pub for take-out sales in the
pre-supermarket era. There is a bonus listing of 70
pubs that, while not meeting CAMRA s national
criteria for a heritage pub, will still thrill visitors with
their historic ambience."

CAMRA's Good Beer Guide 2014
Frustrated by a dead end job, fed up with renting in
London and the loathsome daily commute and, to cap
it all, failing to make it as a stand-up comedian,
Tommy Barnes was at breaking point. But he didn’t
break - instead he made himself redundant and took
off to France with girlfriend Rose to pursue his dream
of brewing beer

Cellarmanship
Amber, Gold and Black is the most comprehensive
history of British beer in all its variety ever written.
Learn all there is to know about the history of the
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beers Britons have brewed and enjoyed down the
centuries: Bitter, Porter, Mild and Stout, IPA, Brown
Ale, Burton Ale and Old Ale, Barley Wine and Stingo,
Golden Ale, Gale Ale, Honey Ale, White Beer, Heather
Ale and Mum. This is a celebration of the depth of our
beery heritage, a look at the roots of the styles we
enjoy today, as well as those ales and beers we have
lost, and a study of how the liquids that fill our beer
glasses, amber, gold and black, developed over the
years. Whatever your knowledge of beer, from
beginner to buff, Amber, Gold and Black will tell you
things you never knew before about Britain's favourite
drink.

Good Beer Guide 2019
All of the authoritative advice and instructions of the
previous edition in a new hard-wearing, lavishly
illustrated format to better show methods and
equipment Written by a home-brewing authority, this
guide includes detailed instructions for both novice
and more advanced home brewers, as well as
comprehensive recipes for recreating some of
Britain's best-loved beers at home. Recipes are
grouped by beer style, allowing home brewers to
recreate popular and classic milds, pale ales, bitters,
stouts, porters, old ales, and barley wines. Full
instructions are included for both malt extract and fullgrain brewing while section on brewing methods and
equipment helps readers to choose the right brewing
method for them and the right equipment to brew
successfully. Includes dual measurements.
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The Brewer's Companion
Highly illustrated, Johnny Homer takes the reader on a
journey through the history of brewing in London.

Pocket Beer Book 3rd edition
From an award-winning journalist and beer expert, a
thoughtful and witty guide to understanding and
enjoying beer Right here, right now is the best time in
the history of mankind to be a beer drinker. America
now has more breweries than at any time since
prohibition, and globally, beer culture is thriving and
constantly innovating. Drinkers can order beer
brewed with local yeast or infused with moondust.
However, beer drinkers are also faced with uneven
quality and misinformation about flavors. And the
industry itself is suffering from growing pains, beset
by problems such as unequal access to taps, skewed
pricing, and sexism. Drawing on history, economics,
and interviews with industry insiders, John Holl
provides a complete guide to beer today, allowing
readers to think critically about the best beverage in
the world. Full of entertaining anecdotes and
surprising opinions, Drink Beer, Think Beer is a mustread for beer lovers, from casual enthusiasts to diehard hop heads.

The Good Pub Guide 2019
From the bucolic charms of Hampstead Heath to the
bustle of Marylebone, this pocket-sized guide will lead
the serious rambler and more casual walker on
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voyages of discovery, each with great pubs at its
heart. The walks are clearly mapped and illustrated,
with detailed information on how to link multiple
walks together. Over 160 pubs are featured on 30
walks and 3 special city tours by bus, tram and
riverbus. Detailed pub listings are accompanied by
notes on cultural and historic items of interest to be
discovered along each route.

World Atlas of Beer
Best Beers
CAMRA's Essential Home Brewing
This book covers every facet of the world's favourite
alcoholic drink, from the fruit beers of Belgium to the
revivalist porters and stouts of Britain and the United
States and the designer beers of Mexico and Japan.

CAMRA's Peak District Pub Walks
500 of the world's most revered brewers reveal the
little-known, eclectic, and surprising destinations they
visit for their ultimate beer. Where to Drink Beer is
the ultimate guide by the real experts - 500 of the
world's most revered brewers reveal the little-known,
eclectic, and surprising destinations they visit for their
ultimate beer. With 1,600 listings in more than 70
countries - and detailed maps, reviews, key
information, honest comments, and suggestions Page 9/19
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there is nothing like it. Designed in the same visually
striking format as Phaidon's bestselling Where Chefs
Eat, this book guides thirsty beer fans toward the best
places across the globe to find the best examples of
the world's most popular beverage.

Drink Beer, Think Beer
Cask ale, real ale, bitterwhatever you want to call it,
it's thriving and this book is the perfect drinking
companion. Written by acclaimed beer expert Adrian
Tierney-Jones, this is an accessible and interactive
guide to Britain's finest beers with reviews of over
150 ales and 40 perfect pubs in which to try them.
The unique journal format will help you record and
rate every tasting as you work your way through
beers of every hue and flavour from the nine regions
of the British Isles; from the malty milds of the
Midlands to the sweet, fruity golds of the SouthWest.With guides to beer tasting and styles, plus top
ten lists of essential beers for every region, this is a
must-have interactive guide to the greatest pints in
Britain.

Beer Hunter, Whisky Chaser
A unique testament to Michael Jackson from the
world's leading food and drinks writers. They are:
Stephen Beaumont, Dave Broom, Ian Buxton, John
Hansell, Julie Johnson, Charles MacLean, Hans
Offringa, F Paul Pacult, Roger Protz, Lucy Saunders,
Conrad Seidl, Carolyn Smagalski and Gavin D Smith.
The collaborators represent a roll of honour from food
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and drinks writing. All have donated an original essay
- without fee - to Beer Hunter, Whisky Chaser. The
print edition book was published on 27 March, 2009,
to mark Jackson's birth date. All proceeds from the
publication, which was supported by leading single
malt whisky The Glenlivet, were donated to the
Parkinson's Disease Society of the UK raising ?12,000
for the cause. Editor Ian Buxton, who conceived the
project, said "Michael Jackson dominated the world of
both beer and whisky writing for two decades and was
hugely influential in both 'real ale' and single malt
whisky. A complete generation of writers has cause to
be grateful to him, not to mention countless brewers
and distillers. This new book honours that legacy." He
concludes: "If variety is what you celebrate in your
choice of whisky or beer, then this is truly a joyous
and eclectic celebration of a life well-lived. We have
sought to honour Michael with words, fresh and new
writing on beer and whisky that he would have
enjoyed reading; that he would have respected; that
he might even have wished to have written himself."
The contents list is: Introduction by Ian
BuxtonQuintessentially Michael by Carolyn
SmagalskiWhen's the Right Time for Barley Wine? by
Stephen BeaumontThree Stepps to by Dave
BroomPants to Whisky: An Authentic Link by Ian
BuxtonMy Friend, Whisky by John HansellThirty Years
of American Beer by Julie JohnsonThe Renaissance of
Malt Whisky by Charles MacLeanA'bunadh: A Short
Story by Hans OffringaA Question of Priorities by F
Paul PacultLagering by Roger ProtzAle-wyfes and BeerchefsThe Evolution of Cooking with Beer by Lucy
SaundersIn Search of German Beer Culture by Conrad
SeidlThirty Years of British Beer by Gavin D
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SmithContributors' Biographies

Real Ale Record Book
Join award-winning beer writer Mark Dredge on his
search for the world’s best beer adventures and
experiences. This collection of over 150 unmissable
beer experiences features the world’s greatest beers,
bars, breweries and events: it’s the ultimate bucket
list for every beer lover. Combining travel, city guides,
food and history, The Beer Bucket List takes you
around the globe, via traditional old British pubs,
quirky Belgian bars, brilliant Bavarian brauhauses,
spots to enjoy delicious food and beer, the hop
gardens of New Zealand, Southeast Asia’s buzzing
streets, amazing beer festivals, unique beer styles,
pioneering breweries and the best new craft brewers.
This is any beer lover’s must-read book about the
most essential beer experiences on the planet.

Camra's London Pub Walks
The ultimate travel guide for enthusiasts and those
interested in learning more about these unique
brewing cultures - whether or not they make the trip!

Brew Britannia
Britain's bestselling travel guide for over 35 years and
the only truly independent pub guide of its kind.
***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail
Online and on BBC Radio 4*** The 38th edition of this
much-loved book is as irreplaceable as ever.
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Organised county by county, its yearly updates and
reader recommendations ensure that only the best
pubs make the grade. Here you will not only find a
fantastic range of countryside havens, bustling inns
and riverside retreats, but also pubs known for their
excellent food, some specialising in malt whiskey and
craft beers. Discover the top pubs in each county for
beer, food and accommodation, and find out the
winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the Year and
landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden gems, The
Good Pub Guide continues to provide a wealth of
honest, entertaining and up-to-date information on
the countries drinking establishments.

The Beer Bucket List
CAMRA's Good Beer Guide is fully revised and
updated each year and features pubs across the
United Kingdom that serve the best real ale. Now in
its 45th edition, the guide is completely independent,
with listings based entirely on evaluation and
nomination by CAMRA members. The unique
Breweries section contains a full listing of Britain's
breweries - from national to micro - with information
about their core beers.

Camra's Good Beer Guide 2018
Looks at the history of beer, describes different types
of beer made around the world, and shares recipes
that feature beer.

100 Belgian Beers to Try Before You Die!
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Michael Jackson's Beer Companion
CAMRA's Good Beer Guide is fully revised and
updated each year and features pubs across the
United Kingdom that serve the best real ale. Now in
its 46th edition, the guide is completely independent,
with listings based entirely on evaluation and
nomination by CAMRA members. The unique
Breweries section contains a full listing of Britain's
breweries - from national to micro - with information
about their core beers.

CAMRA's Good Beer Guide 2019
The Craft Beer Dictionary
Britain's bestselling travel guide for over 30 years and
the only truly independent guide of its kind.
***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail
Online and on BBC Radio 4*** The 37th edition of this
much-loved book is as irreplaceable as ever.
Organised county by county, its yearly updates and
reader recommendations ensure that only the best
pubs make the grade. Here you will not only find a
fantastic range of countryside havens, bustling inns
and riverside retreats, but also a growing number of
gastropubs and pubs specialising in malt whiskey and
craft beers. Discover the top pubs in each county for
beer, food and accommodation, and find out the
winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the Year and
landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden gems, The
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Good Pub Guide continues to provide a wealth of
honest, entertaining and up-to-date information on
the countries drinking establishments.

The Good Beer Guide to Belgium and
Holland
Britain's Best Real Heritage Pubs
20th Century Pub
In a barn in Somerset, plans are afoot to ferment a
beer-cider hybrid with wild yeast that blows on the
wind, while in Yorkshire an almost extinct style of
‘salty ’n’ sour’ wheat beer is being resurrected for the
21st century. Fifty years ago, this would have seemed
impossible. Back then the prospects for British beer
looked weak, sweet, bland and fizzy, as colossal
combines took over the industry, closing local
breweries and putting profit before palate. Yet today
the number of breweries is at a post-war high, with
over a thousand in operation. Whether you drink
traditional, CAMRA-approved ‘real ale’ or prefer a
super-strong, fruit-infused, barrel-aged Belgian-style
‘saison’, you are spoilt for choice. In Brew Britannia
acclaimed beer bloggers Boak and Bailey tell the
story of a very British fightback. Following a cast of
bloody-minded City bankers, hippie microbrewers,
style gurus, a Python, and a lot of men in pubs, they
reveal how punter power pulled the humble pint back
from the brink.
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The Micropub Guide
Where to Drink Beer
Now in its 47th edition, the beer-lovers' bible is fully
revised and updated each year to feature
recommended pubs across the United Kingdom that
serve the best real ale. The GBG is completely
independent, with listings based entirely on
evaluation by CAMRA members. The unique breweries
section lists every brewery--micro, regional and
national--that produces real ale in the UK, and their
beers. Tasting notes for the beers, compiled by
CAMRA-trained tasting teams, are also included. This
is the complete book for beer lovers and for anyone
wanting to experience the UK's finest pubs.

CAMRA's Good Beer Guide 2020
Get to grips with the craft beer revolution, with this
stylish and in-depth guide to the many complex terms
and techniques, equipment and varieties that go into
creating the perfect beer. Hundreds of entries cover
every aspect of the craft beer world, from ingredients,
brewing and storing through to tasting notes for the
many different styles of beer available today. Written
by award-winning beer expert Richard Croasdale and
with stunning illustrations throughout, The Craft Beer
Dictionary is an essential guide for the craft beer
drinker.

Around Brussels in 80 Beers
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The essential guide to beer drinking in London,
packed with detailed maps and easy-to-use listings to
help beer lovers find the best places to enjoy a
perfect pint while visiting the city Laid out by area,
this indispensable guide includes a comprehensive
listing of pubs serving the best British and
international beers, wherever you happen to be in the
UK's capital city. Features tell more about London's
rich history of brewing and the city's vibrant modern
brewing scene where well-known brands rub
shoulders with tiny micro-breweries. The venue
listings include a variety of real ale pubs, bars, and
other outlets with detailed information on opening
hours, local landmarks, and public transport links to
make planning any excursion quick and easy. Tasting
notes are provided for key beers available in the
area--both domestic brands and foreign favorites--and
there are indexes to search for pubs close to
museums, attractions, Underground stations, and
2012 Olympic venues.

The Camra Guide to London's Best Beer,
Pubs & Bars
A companion volume to 300 Beers to Try Before You
Die!, this showcase of the best Belgian beers
encourages both connoisseurs and newcomers to
sample for themselves. Written by internationally
known beer writers Tim Webb and Joris Pattyn, the
book provides readers with a glossary of Belgian beer
styles, a map of Belgium with featured breweries.
Detailed and enthusiastic tasting notes for each beer
by Joris Pattyn explore the many dimensions of
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Belgian beers. It is lavishly illustrated throughout with
photographs showing the beers themselves, where
and how they are brewed, Belgian beer bars, and
some of the characters involved in Belgian brewing.
Visitor information includes contact details for each
brewery along with any opening times and details of
brewery taps. United States and UK importers are
detailed, and each entry details the ABV, bottle sizes,
and whether the beer is available on draught.
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